and spirituality and most importantly, by listening carefully to the language of my own body.

In all honesty, I have just begun to put the pieces of the puzzle together from the answers I found to questions like — What is a genetic disease? How do epigenetic factors influence disease progress? What is the role of nutrition, mental health, spiritual pursuits and societal factors in modulating disease onset / progression / regression? What is my role in my own healing? — in a way that is meaningful and beneficial to me. Up ahead, lies the task of leading a healthy life, sustainably and joyfully, and sharing my learnings in a responsible way. I have my hands full, so no complaints!

I am asked how I feel being a survivor of debilitating inflammatory diseases or how I fought them. I confess my approach is that of a learner. My medical journey taught me many a lesson, some of which I have shared here. This does not imply that I am a sage girl fighting the assaults on my immune system, on my being, with quiet calm and resilience; that is far from the truth. But the fact remains that I choose to give the student in me the upper hand always, which helps me cut through biases coming in the way of my healing. I dared to question and learn amidst pain and inner chaos, and continue to do so.
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The ethics of teaching in medicine: A personal view

MARIO VAZ

Abstract

While there is considerable literature on the teaching of medical ethics, much less has been written about the ethics of medical teaching. This article is a personal reflection on the latter. The devaluation of medical teaching, in part, but not only because of the difficulties of objectively assessing it, has serious ethical implications. Teaching, including medical teaching is a moral enterprise. The most serious consequence of inadequate medical teaching/learning is the graduation of incompetent and unethical
medical students. Medical teachers have multiple functions and are positive or negative role models to the students they teach. Senior faculty have a moral imperative to continue to teach while mentoring their junior colleagues. Faculty and institutions need to be aware of the ethical consequences of a hidden and null curriculum that is at odds with the values and goals of medical teaching. Remedial measures are needed; there are several steps that medical teachers and administrators can take to address this issue.

The medical teacher has multiple roles that go beyond the traditional transmitter of knowledge, to an enhancer of the educational process while being a role model, a facilitator of knowledge, an assessor, a planner and resource developer (1). Along with this recognition of the medical teacher’s multiple roles, are the paradigm shifts in medical education – from teaching to learning, and from teacher-centred approaches to student-centred approaches. As a role model, the medical teacher influences the attitudes, behaviour and ethics of medical students and helps cultivate professional values in them (2,3). Clinical skills, personality, and teaching ability are the three most important factors that students identify in an ideal role model, while research activities and academic status were listed as less important (4). In this article, I focus on one aspect of how the medical profession, by devaluing the important task of teaching/educating, has contributed to its own demise. The intent is not, however, to paint a picture of Stygian gloom. The new competency-based Medical Council of India curriculum that incorporates a spirally integrated course on attitude, ethics and communication (AETCOM), due to be implemented later this year, is an opportunity for medical teachers to review their roles and how best they can be ethical medical teachers (5).

One has only to read William Osler to marvel at the remarkable vocation of medical teaching; for, teaching in general and medical teaching in particular, is a “calling” (vocal – vocation). As Osler would indicate – “I desire no other epitaph—no hurry about it, I may say—that the statement that I taught medical students in the wards, as I regard this as by far the most useful and important work I have been called upon to do.”(6) Each of us will undoubtedly recall remarkable teachers that we had in medical college who inspired us and who were somehow, often intangibly, different. I was fortunate to go through a formal course in medical ethics when I was in medical college. However, the greater impact on me was what I observed of my medical teachers – a large number committed and sensitive to patient and student needs and what I would describe as generally good and genuine human beings.

There is no excuse for the absence of learning in medicine – graduates once armed with a certificate to practise, will interact with the public with competence or incompetence, based on what they have imbibed in medical college. They will also embody, or not, the values of the medical profession that we and the public should take for granted – compassion and empathy in the face of visible and hidden suffering, humility when faced with the limits of knowledge and understanding, equanimity when confronted by the highs and lows of professional life, a passion for constant learning in the knowledge that the science of medicine is continuously advancing and changing, and a moral compass that allows us to choose right from wrong, or the greater good. These are colossal tasks for a medical educator. The easy “out” is to blame the current generation of students as uncommitted, superficial, of inferior quality, unsuited to the medical profession, inordinately attached to their inanimate hand-held devices and as a result, incapable of relating to the needs of “animate” patients. The harder option is to look at ourselves in the mirror, as medical educators, and ask how much we have abrogated the role entrusted to us by following a policy of passivity that “hopes” that medical students will “somehow” imbibe what is expected of them during their stay in medical college.

So why is medical teaching so undervalued? The typical trajectory of a medical teacher involves at least three distinct phases:

i) the early period when they are deeply engaged with students as junior faculty – teaching is fun and interactions with students are valued and enjoyed;

ii) a middle phase when the need to demonstrate “scholarly” activity in terms of research projects and publications becomes acute, particularly since it may be linked to promotion. It does not help that at this stage people are often married, have young children and require a higher salary which would be guaranteed by promotion. At this stage, engaged teaching is a chore and an obstacle to a greater personal need of self-advancement/ and students are part of that obstacle course. Thus, an easier option is to focus on research and allow teaching to proceed on “automated pilot” mode.

iii) a later stage when promotions have occurred and individuals have now moved to the status of senior faculty. At this stage, individuals find themselves on committees, policy groups, and assume leadership roles. If successful in research – this becomes a roller coaster of its own. At this stage, teaching becomes an entity to be delegated to other staff for “their own good and experience” and for a “greater good” served by the individual in the other roles that they have adopted.

It is pertinent to point out that during promotions, the evaluation of research can be very objective and complex (number and nature of grants, number of publications, impact factor of journals, citations, ‘h’ index etc.) in contrast to the evaluation of teaching which can be remarkably naive and simplistic (“How much do they teach?” “Are they good?”). There are two issues here. First, by teaching less as they become more experienced, medical educators deny the students access to the expertise that derives from experience – this is a huge wasted resource. They also, in the process, buttress the view that teaching is not really that important. Second, the diminished value that teaching has in relation to research during promotions reinforces the notion that the latter is the
"real deal" in academia. This promotes an “either-or” belief rather than a “both” commitment. Institutions feel under pressure to do research since this affects college rankings and public perceptions. This is unfortunate, since the promotion of research in higher education has its own rationale which includes the generation of new knowledge and the translation of this knowledge for the common good, among others.

Thus, the higher status accorded to research by administrators on account of the preeminent place of research in the metrics of ranking is detrimental both to teaching and to research, since the very raison d’être of research is reduced to a self-serving exercise. This also promotes an adverse culture favouring research, including unethical practices such as gift authorship based on seniority or other factors, resort to predatory journals for publication, plagiarism and other breaches of publication ethics. So, are there ethical issues in the way we approach medical teaching? There are a large number of ethical issues that teachers encounter in any stream of education. These have been extensively discussed and relate to the classroom ambience, the learning experience, assessment of students, relationships in academia and in the responsibilities that teachers have to their students and colleagues. In my own discussion in this article, I use a Principlist approach to discuss the ethical issues of medical teaching.

The decision of senior medical teachers to withdraw from teaching cannot be considered beneficent (doing good) — this would require not only that in the process of withdrawing from teaching they do good for their colleagues (ie provide them with opportunities — although this motive is debateable) but that students also benefit by their withdrawal. The latter is possible if they were bad teachers to begin with, and their departure is seen as a boon by students rather than a loss. I would argue that this is not true for the majority of senior medical teachers — and, even if it were true, it would support the argument that the educative role of medical teachers has received lower consideration during promotions. The gradual reduction of teaching with increasing seniority in higher education has been documented in other countries such as Taiwan, where it has, in fact, been institutionalised. The decision of administrators not to see quality of teaching as a critical component for promotions or the actual work of medical faculty, cannot be considered beneficent — given the very purpose of medical colleges — to educate and train medical students.

Primum non nocere (first, do no harm) is an ethical principle of ancient origin and embodied in the idea of non-maleficence. I argue that the current approach to medical teaching is indeed harmful. When senior teachers stop or reduce their teaching, students are often subjected to a large quantum of knowledge from enthusiastic junior faculty; much of which may be irrelevant. Senior faculty through their experience have the ability to sift what is needed from the vast tracts of information available to all, they are able to simplify without being simplistic, they can be open to being questioned without feeling threatened, and, above all, they bring to their teaching a practical approach that comes with the experience that cannot be gleaned from books. An important aspect of this is the sharing of the lessons of life that extend beyond the framework of subject expertise. This is relevant because the “null curriculum” — which suggests to students that what is not taught is unimportant — needs to be carefully considered in terms of its impact on learners. The absence or reduction of these approaches could result in students seeing information as the goal rather than its application; detail and minutiae as preferable to a unified and integrated approach; adoption of a linear rather than a multidimensional method of reasoning; and theory superseding rather than being integral to practice. This, given the very nature of medicine — a science and an art, an imperfect science, a human science, is not merely non-beneficent, it is maleficent.

The intent is not to generalise about the qualities of senior or junior faculty but rather to decry the reticence with which many senior faculty continue to teach. There is the added factor of the “grunt” work — repetitious, boring work with little reward. Included in this is a range of activities such as invigilation, paper correction, repeated practicals, revision classes etc. It would be unreasonable to expect senior faculty to be at the centre of all activities; but it would not be unreasonable for senior faculty to acknowledge and appreciate this work done by junior colleagues and to mentor them through these processes. Justice in medical teaching is most visible in being fair and open to all students without prejudice or favour. This, unfortunately, has taken a beating over the years — the need to demonstrate “good results”; to ensure special favours to students who are sons and daughters of influential people, to be seen as being compliant to institutional authority and “needs” has resulted in many medical faculty being willing to barter their principles for immediate benefits. The teaching of ethics is unlikely to overcome these negative effects of the “hidden curriculum.” In the process, teaching which is often seen as a “moral enterprise” becomes the very means to undermine morality in our medical graduates. But there is more to the idea of justice; the role of the medical educator accords the opportunity to inculcate in students and junior faculty the principles of social justice so central to the practice of medicine. Thus, distributive justice is exemplified, for instance, by the way in which teaching loads and examination assessments are distributed among faculty. Participatory justice is typified in open, transparent and regular department meetings and meetings with students where all opinions are not only heard but openly expressed. Commutative justice is reflected in the policies of institutions not only emblazoned on their entrance walls as “Vision” and “Mission” statements but actualised from day to day.

One of the challenges of medical teaching is how to “pitch” one’s teaching — cater to the majority of the class and one might fail to inspire the “high performers” or leave the “low performers” behind. The utilitarian approach of providing the greatest benefit to the greatest number thus clearly has its limitations. The principle of subsidiarity requires medical...
teachers to look for avenues to deal with these smaller numbers of students; both high and low performers. The new MCI curriculum incorporates two 4-week elective blocks at the end of the third year which can appeal to all categories of students. Student-led peer education programmes (18) may also serve the needs of “high performers” while sensitising them to the needs of others in their batch. Remedial classes have also been advocated in the new MCI curriculum for low performers and considerable thought needs to be given on how this can be done while minimising the problems of labelling and stigmatisation. In this context, how one deals with the issue is as important as what one does.

A medical teacher is required to maintain professional and ethical relationships with peers, students and others with whom they work. The teacher–student relationship may, however, often be adversarial resulting in intimidation, public shaming, and humiliation of students (19). Few institutions have a policy in place and there is a need to develop a professional code of conduct governing the student-faculty-medical college relationship. Such a code will ensure that roles and responsibilities of both students and faculty are clearly defined, boundaries delineated, and measures for redressal of grievances outlined, as has been done in some medical institutions, like the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine (20). It is also important for medical teachers to undergo some training on student relationships and not to model their behaviour on their own experiences of excessively hierarchical, sometimes abusive, and unquestioning teacher-student relationships which they may attribute to their current level of competence, expertise and success. There is at least some evidence that medical teachers are more likely to identify ethical issues in patient care rather than ethical issues in medical education, and that this can be improved with training (21).

There is a final point that I wish to make. The essence of clinical medical teaching occurs at the bedside of the patient – here the teacher focuses not only on the technical skills required of a medical graduate but on the human skills essential to a meaningful doctor-patient relationship. The discussion on the critical role of the committed clinical teacher is not new – William Osler wrote a spirited defence of the clinical teacher over a hundred years ago, and his observations are as pertinent now, as they were then (22). The bedside is also an ideal location for the teaching of medical ethics in real time and in very different circumstances to the environment of a classroom (23). Committed teachers see the inherent worth of educating students at the bedside. The focus on theory in medical colleges and the certification of graduates with incomplete medical and human skills is one of the gravest injustices the medical profession can inflict on society. In this sense, medical teachers are morally complicit when medical graduates treat patients incompetently, insensitively and unethically. Bedside teaching is not, however, without its ethical challenges, including those of patient dynamics, patient satisfaction and patient care (24). Specific ethical issues during the clinical teaching-learning process include the lack of respect for patients by medical students and non-disclosure of their student status (25) and the role of the medical teacher in mediating between the patient and the student while trying to balance the interests of both parties – patient autonomy and learner needs. In the case of the latter, this includes issues of clinical history taking, physical examination and the performance of procedures under supervision (26).

There is a general sense that the pedestal once occupied by the medical profession has begun to crumble. It has been buffeted by strong winds from outside – the higher legitimate expectations of the public in terms of honesty, trustworthiness, competence and accountability. It has also been eroded from within by scandal, malpractice and corruption (27,28,29,30,31) – the fact that these actions may represent a part of the medical profession does not matter. We reel with horror when journals abroad (32) reveal the rot within, not because we are unaware of it, but perhaps because the very idea of being exposed is singularly unpleasant. Medical teachers are uniquely placed to stem this rot. In their hands are placed the future generations of doctors.

Some of the ways in which medical teachers can address the ethics of their teaching role include the following:

- Understanding that they are role models: their behaviour is constantly being scrutinised. Students often embrace what they see as positive attitudes and may reject, or sometimes unfortunately, embrace negative behaviours if they see some gain (32). Teachers must also be aware that students are quick to distinguish what they say from what they do and that a positive teacher-student relationship is a critical mediator in the hidden curriculum (19). The ongoing debate about how much ethics is taught or caught echoes the question posed close to 2500 years ago by Meno to Socrates in Plato’s Dialogue – “Is virtue something that can be taught? Or, does it come by practice?” (34)

- Accepting teaching and the facilitation of learning as an integral and important role: while clinical service and research are also integral roles of a medical teacher, the educative role cannot be relegated to the background – this is presumably why they have opted to work in medical colleges. We also need to be aware, and resist ethical breaches that teachers may encounter such as the lure of improper or biased grading of answer scripts, accepting gifts and favours from students, exposing students to embarrassment or disparagement, and inappropriate relations with students, among others (35).

- Keeping the student at the heart of the teaching–learning process. Their needs, apprehensions and difficulties need to be addressed. Lifelong learning needs to be cultivated (36) and teachers do this by being living examples of academic integrity – by preparing well for the classes and being abreast of their fields. We need to be open to being questioned and should see this as an opportunity rather than a threat. The facilitation of lifelong learning is an ethical imperative as knowledge grows and therapies change.
• Promoting academic honesty and ensuring that academic dishonesty, including among students, is reported and suitable action taken. Issues of academic dishonesty with students include copying, cheating, and plagiarism, among others (37).

• Recognising the bedside as the primary area where medical students are taught, not merely clinical skills, but the essence of patient-physician communication, the necessity for respect, the identification of ethical issues with appropriate action such that it avoids or minimises moral distress in the patient, their family members and in the treating physician.

• Aligning medical teaching with health needs of national priority, since a primary purpose of medical education is to address the medical care delivery needs of the country (38). This will also widen the ethical outlook of students beyond doctor-patient interactions to doctor-community relationships and the importance of public health ethics.

Administrators of medical colleges also have an important role to play. They need to:

• recognise and evaluate teaching as an integral part of the professional development of medical teachers and the promotion process. While the objective evaluation of teaching will continue to be a challenging prospect, various methods have evolved to allow for inputs from all the stakeholders involved (39).

• rationalise the distribution of time across the broad roles of those working in medical colleges (teaching, research, clinical service) so that this does not become the prerogative of the individual but rather institutionalised as a priority, since a primary purpose of medical education is the treating physician.

• be aware of the implications of the ‘hidden curriculum’ – the fact that students learn from organisational structure and organisation, even if this not intended. There is thus a need to align the hidden curriculum with what is desired in the formal curriculum (13).

The word doctor has its root in the Latin word ‘docere’ (to teach). It is time that medical teachers embrace this professional obligation (40).
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The 14th World Congress of Bioethics: Some personal reflections

ALASTAIR V CAMPBELL

Abstract

These reflections on the 14th World Congress of Bioethics in Bangalore stem from the author’s personal and family connections with India and from his participation in all fourteen of the world congresses since the foundation of the International Association of Bioethics in 1992. The very wide scope of the meeting could be seen in two ways, as confusing and chaotic, or as richly diverse and enlightening. Emphasising the latter aspect, this paper argues that the powerful emphasis on health for all and on care for the marginalised in society has a crucial lesson for the bioethics community worldwide.

Introduction

I may be in the unique – or at least, unusual – position of having attended all fourteen of the World Congresses, since the inaugural one in Amsterdam in 1992. Moreover, I was fully involved in the planning and delivery of two of them – in London in 2000, and in Singapore in 2010. In light of this, and of the fact that I have also served as the President of the IAB, perhaps I am well placed to assess the impact and importance of the Bangalore Congress.

There is another relevant factor to mention by way of introduction. My family has very strong links with India. My grandfather, Thomas Vincent Campbell and my grandmother, Florence Campbell, were medical missionaries in the rural area north of Madras (now Chennai), and they founded a hospital which exists to this day. My father and mother met and married in Madras – Dad was a Professor of English at Madras Christian College. My brother and two sisters were born in India and spent the early years of their childhood there. Thus, India is in my blood, as it were, though I did not manage to visit it for any length of time until 2012, when I gave a series of lectures in different cities in South India, and was able to visit the Campbell Hospital in Jammalamadugu. On the wall there is a picture of my grandfather, TV Campbell, honouring him as the founder of the hospital. But to me, the much more important connection is with my grandmother, Florence, who is not even mentioned! Yet she was one of the earliest women medical graduates in Britain and she did outstanding work as a doctor in India, most especially with women and children in the rural communities. I have visited India several times since that first tour, and have participated in several National Bioethics Conferences. Hence, these reflections on the World Congress, held in conjunction with the Indian National Bioethics Conference, are obviously coloured by my fascination with this vast country, by my deep admiration for my Indian friends and colleagues, and by my awareness of the major problems and challenges which have to be confronted in this setting.

Scope

As with all other world congresses the scope of this meeting was very broad, although the overarching theme was justice in health care – ‘health for all’. This broad scope was clearly inevitable given the fact that Bioethics itself is extremely diverse, and that in order to ensure a viable number of participants a wide range of papers have to be accepted, provided they are up to a reasonable standard academically. The result is, of course, a dizzying set of parallel sessions, with
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